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Suit Against UNM
Includes Complaint
Of Discrimination
Robert San£hez

Gardner's attorney, Christian
Eaby, said Gardner would be suing
for torts and personal injury. He is
suing the u:aiversity as a whole,
because the university "is liable for
its employees," she said.

A $650,000 law suit was filed
yesterday against the University of
New Mexico and several of its
employees.
The suit filed by James Watts
Gardner, a former employee of the
Civil Engineering Research Facility
on Kirtland Air Force Base through
the university, claims that Gardner
was discriminated against because
he is a reformed alcoholic,

-

Eaby saidt investigations into
Gardner's case were being conducted by the U.S. Department of
Education, the Human Rights
Commission and the State
Attorney's Office on whether or
not Gardner 'was discriminated
against and. whether the Affirmative Action Committee legally
conducted its investigations.

The civil suit includes complaints
for breach of contract, wrongful
discharge, infliction of mental
distress, interference with contractual relationship, libel and
slander.
Gardner was fired Sept. 17, 1980
for ''failure to comply with
departmental procedures/' according to a letter by his supervisor,
Carl G. Weis. Gardner's case was
reviewed by the Affirmative Action
Committee which concluded that
Gardner was not discriminated
against.

Bill Wechter

Pumpkin Carving entries surround Tom Villa, contest coordinator. The contest will be judged today
outside the SUB at noon and the Grand Prize is $20 towards a meal at the High Finance Restaurant.

University officials would not
comment on the case because no
summons have yet been .served.

NMPIRG Seeks Help in Clean Air Act Battle
MaKos Martinez
Air quality's future in New
Mexico may b.e affected . by a
pending revision or the federal
Clean Air Act, in . what the
University of New MexicQ's Public
Interest Research Group calls "the
major environmental battle of the
SO's."

However, an investigation
conducted by the New Mexico
Employment Security Commission
said that Gardner was fired without
cause and was able to receive
unemployment compensation.

The Clean Air Act, enacted in
1970, set emission levels for
hazardous pollutants from autos
and industry, requiring states to
develop plans for achieving the air
quality standards and emission
No court date has been set yet for goals with specific deadlines for
the case. The university will have 30 reaching them.
days to reply to the charges after
they receive the summons, which
PIRO is ~nterested in creating
the District Court Clerk's office awareness among students about
says was sent out Wednesday.
the dean air issue, and seeks to

"I have been pledged $12,000
from faculty alld staff at UNM who
are recovering alcoholics to pursue
the case,'' Gardner said Thursday.

inspire political activity among
students.
PIRG
member
Kathleen
Schroeder said the group will begin
a petition drive Nov. 9, in which
they hope to gather 2500 signatures
in support of keeping the act as it is.
"The Clean Air Act is important
for New Mexico, and we want to
make students aware of it. We also
have sample letters so that students
can write to their congressmen and
voice their support for the Clean
Air Act," Schroeder said.
The act also required permits for
new pollution sources in areas
already above the allowed contamination levels and enacted strict
standards for national park and
wilderness areas.
According to the President's
Council on Environmental Quality,
the act saved 14,000 lives in 1978.

Between 1974 and 1977 carbon
monoxide and sulfur dioxide levels
in the nation's SO most polluted
cities dropped by one-half and
oxidant levels (ozori~) dropped by
one-quarter.
ln New Mexico, the Four
Comers power plant has reduced its
emissions of sulfur dioxide and
particulants, and controls have
been placed on the levels of
pollutants released from potash,
salt and sodium sulfate refineries in
other parts of the state.
In Bernalillo County carbon
monoxide levels and particulates
are above tJte national levels and
Albuquerque is expected to meet
national emission standards by
1987. Most of the reduction is
expected to come from federallymandated emission limits for new
cars.

Presently autos are the primary
contributors to carbon monoxide
pollution.
Other sources of ail: pollution in
New Mexico include copper
smelters, which produce sulfur
dioxide (an irritant and source of
acid rain) and particulates. Kennecott's Hurley smelter presently
breaks national standards for both
pollutants.
Coal-fired burners also contribute sulfur dioxide and particulates to our air. The Four
Corners power plant presently
breaks sulfur dioxide standards,
and increased use of the Four
Corners coal fields for electricity
and synfuel production is expected
to increase coal-related pollution in
New Mexico.
The Clean Air Act officially
continued on page 3
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The United States is taking action
to escalate the arms race in a very
dangerous way, says a visiting
economics professor at the
University of New Mexico.
Professor Lee Reynis says, "It
seems to me that the United States
is not just talking about the
possibility of nuclear war; it's
planning nuclear war. .
"In deploying weapon systems
such as the MX missile, the United
States is developing a first. strike·
capability. flighly accurate missiles
will be targeted on Soviet military
installations with the intent of
wiping out Soviet missiles before
they leave theit' silos," Reynis says.
Reynis says such a threat may
force the Soviet Union to develop a
launch•on-warning system using
computers to control the launching
of nuclear weapons.
"The United States is in the
process o(developing a launch-onwarning system," Reynis says,
"Which greatly increases the
probability that an accident will
trigger a major nuclear disaster. 11

Reynis wilt lead a discussion on
issues of nuclear war centered
around the showing of the film The
Last Epidemic Wednesday at 7:30
p.m. and Thursday from 12:30 to
1:30 p.m. at the UNM Women's
Center, 1824 Las Lomas N.E.
There is no charge.

of dropping a nuclear bomb on San
Francisco.
Geiger recently spoke at the
Physicians for Social Responsibility
conference in Albuquerque where
he did a similar analysis using
Albuquerque as the target.

The film, highlights from a 1980
San Francisco conference on the
medical consequences of nuclear
weapons . and nuclear war, is
sponsored by the UNM Women's
Center and the Women's Party for
Survival. The party is a national
political organization which has a
single focus: stopping the rmclear
arms. race.

Ballootl To Fly

"We (Women) have a highly
developed nurturing instinct/' Dr.
Helen Caldicott, founder of the
Women's Party for Survival and
president of Physicians forSodal
Responsibility, says. 11 1 think if we
get moving we can savethe Earth."
The film includes an address by
Caldicott and a talk by H. Jack
deiger describing the consequertces

The crew of the Double Eagle V
traveled to Japan this week, hoping
to dear up technical problems for
the planned flight of their helium
balloon across the Pacific Ocean.
The balloon may launch as early
as Saturday, Nov. 7.
The 400,000-cubic-foot balloon
is' scheduled to be launched from
Nagashima; Japan; for the 6000mile journey across the ocean.
Crew members are Ben Abruzzo,
Larry Newman, Ron Clark and
Rocky Aoki. Abruzzo and Newman
are two of the three New Mexico
men who were the first to cross the
Atlantic Ocean in a balloon three
years ago.
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OPEC Establishes Base Oil Price;
U.S. May See Three Cent Increase
GENEVA, Switzerland- OPEC has long said it is ready to raise its
agreed Thursday to a $34 a barrel base price from $32 a barrel to $34
base price for oj( through 1982, a as long as others reduce prices and
move that could cost U,S. con- freeze them at $34 through 1982,
sumers 2 to 3 cents more a gallon and provided premiums are
moderate.
for gasoline and heating oil.
Sheikh Ahm.ed Zaki Yamani,
Kuwaiti Oil Minister Ali Khalifa
Al-Sabab told newsmen after a daY keeping Saudi production high and
of negotiations that countries with prices low to fore~ the others into
the best oil and those closest to line, also wants premiums limited
major markets would be permitted to $2 or $3 at the most - setting a
to charge premiums of up to $4 a ceiling of $36 or $37 for a l)arrel of
the best OPEC oil.
barrel.
Libya had insisted on being
The compromise, ending two
years of internal OPEC disarray, allowed to charge up to $4 above a
cam~ in the third ministerial $34 base because it has top-grade
emergency sess10n in six months to oil and is so close to Western inseek pricing re-unification.
dustrialized markets.
Delegates said the package was
The Libyans said they would
mainly the achievement of accept a $34 benchmark or base
Indonesian oil minister Dr. price and a freeze through next year
Subroto, current OPEC president.
if differentials "between $3 and $4
"lt. was all put together in are agreed," said the Gulf delegate
Subroto's kitchen," one United who did not want to be identified.
Arab Emirates delegate said.
Other OPEC hawks like Algeria,
Saudi Arabia- the main foreign Iran and Iraq were backing the
oil supplier to the United States Libyan position, the delegate said.

Student Oarryl Bryant said
"food was flying everywhere" in
the cafeteria at the Baptist school.
Roast turkey, candied yams, pies

and smashed pumpkins the
school's Halloween banquet were splattered against the walls;
tables were overturned and chairs
scattered about the floor.
A state of emergency was
declared in the small northeastern
town and the sale of alcohol was
banned for 12 hours.
Football

team

members

and

IStock Market Report]

NEW YORK The stock
The ministers failed all day to
formally open the meeting, the market, after a midday rally atthird in six months called to at- tempt, skidded near its lowest level
tempt to resolve OPEC's bitter of 1981 Thursday in sluggish
internal split on pricing and trading in the wake of a governproduction policies,
ment report pointing toward a
Instead, the ministers remained possible severe recession.
Washington's index of leading
in the sealed-off top floors of their
conference hotel, negotiating in economic indicators fell a largersmall groups with Indonesian oil than-expected 2. 7 percent in
minister Dr. Subroto, acting as go- September, the biggest drop since
April 1980, and non-farm business
between.
productivity fell a surprising 2.2
W)lile the powerful Saudis percent in the third quarter.
pumping 45 percent of the daily
David Gergen, a White House
OPEC output of 20 million barrels
spokesman,
said the ligures were
- charge $32, the others have been
further evidence of a recession, but
using $36 as their base price,
insisted the setback would be
But they )lave been forced by the
"mild."
Saudis into selling at discount
The widely followed Dow Jones
prices as well as into sharp
industri;d average, a 0. 77-point
production cutbacks,
loser Wednesday, skidded 4.66
The average price of OPEC oil points to 832.95, close to its 1981
currently stands at $33.45 a barrel low of 824.0 I set on Sept. 25.
against $3 5.45 at the start of the
year, the International Energy
Agency in Paris said.

The New York Stock Exchange
index dropped 0.25 to 69.09 and the
price of an average share decreased
ll cents. Declines topped advances
880-577 among the 1886 issues
traded.
Big Board slowed to 40.07
million shares from 48.1 million
traded Wednesday, a clear indication of investor uncertainty
about the unfolding economic
picture.
The American Stock Exchange
inde.x lost 2.96 to 306.22 and the
price of a share shed 14 cents.
Declines topped advances 307-232
among the 718 issues traded.
Volume totaled 3 .68 million shares
compared with 4. 72 million
Wednesday.

I,·

Southland Royalty was the most
active NYSE-listed issue, off 8 5/8
to 29 3/4.

No Problems Facing Shuttle

Cheap Beer Stimulates Food Fight
MURFREESBORO, N.C. College highjinks fueled by cheap
beer erupted into a wild food fight
at Chowan College, where 10
youths were charged Thursday with
inciting to riot.

Senate Defeats Proposal

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. White Sands Missile Range in New
Space agency officials said Mexico.
Thursday they knew of no
With work proceeding smoothly
student government helped clean problems that would interfere with toward the twice-postponed
the cafeteria of the. two-year school. the launch of the space shuttle launching, the Kennedy Space
There were no serious injuries, Columbia Wednesday on its second Center has established March 1 as
but damage amounted to about trip into orbit.
the tentative target date for the
$2000.
Columbia's third orbital test flight.
''As of today, there's nothing on
Numerous students reportedly
Flight No.3 is scheduled to spend
the horizon that's going to bite us,"
had been taking advantage of
seven days in orbit - two days
spokesman Mark Hess said.
reduced beer prices at the tavern
longer than the upcoming mission
If rain closes Edwards, the base it - and a different set of scientific
and decided to stage their own
version of the fight depicted in would otherwise land at, the shuttle instruments will be carried in the
would land on a landing strip at the Columbia's cargo hold.
Animal House.

.iI
I

I
l

In its last meeting before
ASUNM
Senate
Wednesday's
elections, the ASUNM senate again
defeated a proposed constitutional
amendment re-defining a senator's
outside activities,
The proposal, sponsored by
ASUNM Sen. Judy Nakamura, was
a new version of a proposal
Nakamura introduced to the Senate
last week. That proposal was
defeated by the Senate.
Nakamura said she introduced
the new proposal because she had
the impression some senators voted
against the original one because the
wording made it appear that
senators would not be able to chair
the various Senate committees.
The re-worded proposal would
have prohibited senators from
serving as "ASUNM President,
Vice President, Treasurer, Attorney
General, or as a chair of any
ASUNM governmental agency
other than as chairman of a Senate
Committee, nor as a Justice of the
Student Court."
But Sens. Duane Varan and
Robert Matteucci objected to the
proposal, because it would change
the present law that prohibits
senators from being officers of
ASUNM funded organizations.
Nakamura said she wanted to
change the present law because just
being a member of an organization
can influence a senator's voting, so
they shol1ld not be prohibited from
being officers. But Varan and
Matteucci both disagreed,
The proposal failed seven to
eight.
The Senate also approved the
placing of a question on the ballot
polling voters on whether they
favor the university's present or old
course repetition policy.
The current policy allows a
student to repeat any courses but
receive credit only once while
having all attempts and grades
obtained in that course averaged in
the student's scholarship index.
The old policy had all attempts
and only the highest grade obtained
calculated in the scholarship index,
no matter how many times the

Rape Defense
Shown Today
A karate instuctor will show rape
defense tcchniql1es today at a free
outdoor demonstration.
Gerald Chavez will conduct the
public session from noon to I p.m.
for the Rape Crisis Center, a
component of the Bernalillo
County Mental Health/Mental
Retardation Center.
The demonstration, to be held at
the Civic Center Plaza, will be open
to all people.
More information is available at
the Rape Crisis Center, 905 Vassar
N.E., 247-0707.

-NMPIRGcontinued from page 1

Special Halloween Party
featuring

••••••••••••
Tnl£

CnMUI£~UMMeN~
IILUI£~
Rhythm 1r Blues

••••••••••••
7605 Central NE
265·6701

expired on Oct. I of this year, but
will remain in effect until congress
revises, re-adopts or replaces the
act. The act is now being debated in
congressional subcommittees and is
expected to come to a full vote in
January 1982.
Representatives of the auto and
highway industries arc in favor of
looser standards, citing high costs
of emission control and economic
ills facing the industries.

Where can I go if 1 want offcampus housing? Dean of Students
Office, Mesa Vista Hall 1129, x
3361; New Mexico Union, (see
bulletin board),
Where can I go if I wnnt child care?
UNM Child Care Co·op, Mesa
·
Vista Hall, x 3365.

student took the course.
ASUNM President Mike Austin
said he was concerned whether the
students voting in the election
would be representative of all
students. But Matteucci said, "No
poll is perfect. I think it's a gooq

idea.''
A resolution was also passed
supporting the New Mexico Public
Interest Research Group in its
efforts to get the national Clean Air
Act, which expired Oct. I, renewed
by the U.S. Congress.
The senate also approved six
presidential appointments.
The appointments were: Mark
Anthony Duran to the ASUNM
Lobby Committee, Mike A.
Romero to be chairman of the
Intramural and Recreation Board,
Jorge A, Yant to the Admissions
and Registration Committee, and
Allan Scott Burnside, J olynn Jane
Herrera and Orrin Kent McLeod to
the Student Health Advisory
Board.
The senators who decided not to
run for re-election and attended
their la~t senate meeting Wednesday were Matteucci and
Nakamura.
Present senators up for reelection are Varan, Karen Gallegos
and Traci Wolf.
There are 24 candidates vying for
the 10 senate positions in next
Wednesday's election.

Wind Sculptures, creations of artist Cindy Snodgrass, are carried by Chip Simmons (leh} and Cyndy
McGrossen Wednesday. The sculptures will appear Saturday as part of the Southwest Theatre Conference's Halloween Procession, 3:30p.m. at the Civic Plaza.

Where can I go if I 1''Dnt to report
discrimination due to sex, race,
national origin or handicap?
Affirmative Action Office, 1700
Las Lomas NE, x 5251.

11111111111111111111
Conceptions Southwest
On Sale Now $4
at your local bookdealer
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Publication Describes Traditions

Editor's Note

DOONESBURY

Editor's Note
The regular INPUT column, which allows students
to voice their opinions on a specific issue, will not run
this week only.

This week's question was to be: How would vou
grade President Reagan's performance so tar? The
LOBO regrets that INPUT will not run this week and
hopes that studt;mts will continue to voice their
opinions.

by Garry Trudeau
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Letter

I

Open House Called 'Stupendous'
Editor:
I would like to congratulate KUNM for their second
stupendous "Open House." The local musicians and
establishments who gave their time, talent and goods
unselfishly to make this "Open House" a success are
also to be commended. KUNM is truly a community
oriented station that tries to satisfy everyone's taste in
music .. It is because of the dedicated staff, most of
whom are volunteers, that this non-commercial,
varied format can be aired daily.
Having listened to radio ntations from coast to coast

I can say without prejudice that KUNM is indeed one
of the most innovative and free-form stations on the
airwaves today. Let us hope that the University of
New Mexico in no way hinders this fine operation,
We, the people of the local community, must stand
behind KU NM and demand that it always serve the
community as a whole. Once again, thanks for the
wonderful party and the good sounds - may you
continue in this fine work and prosper.
Wm. A.

j
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Sachm~ier

Letter

Reader Dislikes Chavez' Criticism
Editor,
It seems like James Chavez is critical of just about
anyone who does not think or speak in his manner. His
statement about "the common ignorant response
from most people (Daily Lobo, 10/26)" in reference to

DOONESBURY

KUNM was typical of his attitude. I'm all for KUNM,
but surely James can back it without slamming those
of us who prefer the "cheapened music" of commercial radio.
Greg Brenholdt

fT'S JI/SfA PAMN 9/AM&
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The evolution of some Hispanic
traditions in New Mexico, including
the annual commemoration of the
re-conquest of the province by
Diego de Vargas and the
celebration of Holy Week by
penitentes, is described in the latest
issue of the New Mexico Historical
Review.
"Social and economic practices
of the Spanish residents of the
northern frontier in the 18th
century were a combination of Old
World customs and New World
improvisations," wrote Oakah L.
Jones Jr. in his article on "Hispanic
Traditions and Improvisations on
the Frontera Septentrional of New
Spain." Jones is a history professor
at Purdue University where he
specializes in Latin America,
"Even the innovations of La
Conquistador!~,
penitente rites,
santeros, folk dramas, acequias and
ferias, although adapted to local
circumstances, were based upon
earlier Hispanic practices," Jones
said,
He cites the commemoration of
de Vargas' reconquest and the
celebration of Holy Week by
penitentes as "two local customs
developed during the 18th centruy
from this Spanish practice of
holding ceremonies to recognize
special occasions."
"Folk art and folk drama also
illustrated the survival of the
Hispanic tradition and the adaptation of Spanish customs to
frontier conditions," he said. "The
Iberian religious practice of having
carved images of saints within
churches and households was
transmitted to the New World with

the first settlers and ecclesiastical
officials,"
The l;1test issue of the Review,
which is edited and published
quarterly at UNM, also includes.
articles on:
- "Additional Hispanic Versions
of the Spanish Religious ballad
'Por El Rastro De La Sangre,"' by
Dr. J. Manuel Espinosa, an author
who specializes in Latin American
history;
- "Ernest Thompson Seton's
First Visit to New Mexico, 18931894," by H. Allen Anderson, a

doctoral candidate in history at
UNM whose specialty is the
American West and
- "New Mexico: Salubrious El
Dorado," by Karen D. Shane, a
master's degree candidate in
American history at UNM.
The issue also includes several
book reviews,
Further information or subscriptions to the New Mexico
Historical Review can be obtained
by contacting its editorial office in
Mesa Vista Hall, Room 1013,
UNM, Albuquerque, 87131.

ABORTION SUPPORT GROUP
Fridays 12·1:3_0 p.m .• beginning Oct. 30, for 6 weeks. A support group lor women who
have experienced an llt:lorUon.
For l!llormali<m a"d registraUon c&lt217·4537, Freo 1o students enrolled lor 6 or more
hours.
Facilitated by Pat Dolan. Student Mental He<!lth Service and aennette Meyer, Student
WQTlen's t1ealth Services.

Police Beat
A professional thief can open a
car in three minutes or less. An
amateur might need ten minutes.
To protect your car from theft,
consider these measures:

and sturdy padlock or hood lock.
Also use a locking gas tank cap.
A further measure you can take is
to install a car alarm that sounds
the car's horn if anyone tampers
with the doors, windows, trunk,
hubcaps or antenna.

First, park in a lighted, well
traveled area whenever you can.
Consider whether it will be dark
You should mark your car in
when you return. Wherever you some specially located, hard to find
park, leave your car locked, even in spots, so you can identify it if it is
your own driveway or garage.
stolen, even if the serial numbers
have
been removed.
Replacing the door lock buttons
with the slim tapered kind will slow
Your Social Security number
a thief somewhat.
engraved on the car body or engine
The hood should be controlled
from the inside to prevent theft of
the battery, If your car is not
constructed this way, consider ways
of locking the hood with a chain

is good. Any unique marking such
as a dab of fingernail polish or a
hidden scratch pattern, in a place
that only you know about, can help
you claim your car if it is recovered.
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Face Painters will be
in the store
Friday and Saturday

all masks
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111 Harvard SE
(across from UNM)
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· 403 Cordova Rd. West
Santa Fe

• You must be in costume
• Today only
• Between 10 a.m. • 3 p.m.
• Free Kodak Print
• No gimmicks, just our way of saying thanks

UNM Pn01'o/Ctsl~ s.~U.VIt~·~
277-5743

th• C'atilltt1!111
18~0 1-taH l~«~t .. ailli S'l~
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PROCESSft.IGti"ii

,, KDdak

-

Your Complete Dealer tor Kodak Films, Processing & Supplies
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Food of the future!!
Fact or Fi!llaqi??
Film Presentation
Fri. Oct, 30, 2 to 3 p.m.

$[CONDHAND CLOTHES
1/EW 1i 1/SED
(o, WOMEN, MEN 1i CHILDREN
8£1rl/TIFfll. FORMM.5 SIZ£ 3 MIO UP

LON{, SKIRTS -SMAll. TO L.ARGl'
M~•l" !.onl~

'"
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Joe Medina
for

A.S.U.N.M. Senate

• Ask tor rvur student discount

Domino's
Pizza
Delivers

II

b11 Wvt• n;n~ "J.I:.
2F!i 36b7

At Domino's Pizza we
promise a hot, nutritious
meal delivered In 30
minutes or less, Your
pizza Is made with 100%
real dairy cheese, our
own special sauce, and
your choice of items.
Then we deliver it fast-at
no extra charge. Give us
a calL .. we deliver!
Fast, Free Delivery

3920 Central S.E.
262-1662
Hours:
4:30·1 :00 Sun.· Thurs.
4:30- 2:00 Fri. & Sat.
Our Superb
Cheese Pizza
12" cheese $4.25
16" cheese $6.15
Additional Items
Pepperoni, Mushrooms,
Ham, Onions, Green Chili,
Green Peppers, Ollvers,
Sausage, Ground Beef,
Jalapenos, Extra Cheese,
Extra Thick Crust
12" pizza $ .85 per item
16" pizza $1.25 per item
We use only 100% real
dairy cheese.
Our drivers carry
less than $20.00.
Limited delivery area
@1981 Oonilno's Pizza. Inc.

High& Dry_ _
William R. Miller
THE ORIENTAL SYNDROME
There are some interesting racial differences in
how we metabolize or break down the chemical
alcohol. Some racial differences in drinking pattern
are due to cultural factors, but it is now clear that
our genes determine in part how we will handle
alcohol.
To understanc! this it is first necessary to know
how alcohol is metabolized, When a person consumes alcohol it is ready to be absorbed immediately
into the bloodstream, because alcohol requires no
digestion. If you drink on an empty stomach, alcohol
can be on its way into the bloodstream within the
first minute. If you have food in your stomach it
takes the alcohol a little longer to get through,
although most of it will still find its way into the
bloodstream eventually.
A little alcohol is eliminated from the body
through the breath and through waste products, but
most of the work is done by the liver. The first step
involves an enzyme that breaks alcohol down into
acetaldehyde (a very poisonous chemical) and water.
Acetaldehyde itself can produce unpleasant symptoms such as reddening of the face, pounding heart,
changes in blood pressure, feeling warm and flushed,
dizziness, and difficulty in breathing. Fortunately
our body can also break down acetaldehyde. The
enzyme that does this is called aldehyde
dehydrogenase (ADH). After ADH does its work we
are left with acetate, and this is then turned into
carbon dioxide and water.
Why is all of this important? First of all, we differ
in levels of ADH. These are determined mostly by
heredity. Oriental people, for example, tend to have
lower levels of ADH, This means that when they
drink, they tend to experience the unpleasant sensations described above because acetaldehyde starts
to pile up in the bloodstream. For this reason these
symptoms have come to be called the "oriental
syndrome,'' representing a normal result of alcohol
consumption for many oriental people.
Related evidence comes from animal research. It is
possible through selective breeding to produce a
strain of rats or .mice that prefer to drink alcohol
rather than pure water. How do these animals differ
biologically from other strains that avoid alcohol
altogether? The one consistent difference has been in
ADH levels: the non-alcohol-drinking mice have low
ADH, the oriental syndrome.
Even before this syndrome was fully understood it
was being used in alcohol treatment. Certain

chemicals will block the action of ADH. Among
these is disulfiram, a byproduct of rubber
production. This was discovereu accidentally when
workers who have been exposed to disulfiram went
home anu became ill. Only those who had drunk
alcohol became sick, and they showed severe
symptoms of the oriental syndrome. This chemical,
promoted under the trade name "Antabue,'' is now
used in treating alcoholics.
Similar ADH-inhibiting effects are shown when
individuals are given cyanamede (a commercial weed
killer) or metronidazole (a medication used to treat
vaginal infections), although the effects are weaker
with these two chemicals - both of which have also
been used to treat alcoholism. The use of these
medications may decrease in years ahead, however,
Both metronidazole and disulfiram have been found
to produce cancerous tumors when they combine
with certain foods. Disulfiram has also been found
to slow recovery of brain functions and protein
metabolism.
Finally, research has failed to support the ef·
fectiveness of these medications in aiding the
alcoholic. Thus although it is possible to artificially
induce an extreme form of the oriental, the
therapeutic usefulness and safety of this is now in
question.
Few scientific findings in the alcoholism field are
wholly consistent. It is tempting to conclude that an
inherited low level of ADH protects the individual
against alcoholism by making it uncomfortable to
drink heavily. Yet there are exceptions. Some
Japanese and Chinese people do become problem
drinkers or addicted alcoholics in spite of this
syndrome, Further the low ADH characteristic is
shared by another racial group -Native Americans.
Clearly the slowed metabolism of acetaldehyde has
not protected Native Americans from heavy
drinking. The damaging effects of acetaldehyde on
the liver may explain why Native Americans apparently develop liver disease more rapidly than do
other racial groups who drink comparable amounts
of alcohol. Because this is the only known hereditary
difference between Native Americans and other
groups it appears that the common myth of a genetic
predisposition toward alcoholism among Indians is
unfounded - at least from present evidence. If
anything, this inherited ADH level should discourage
heavy drinking! Further it would seem that the
"oriental syndrome" alone is insufficient to explain
why oriental cultures have succeeded in avoiding
alcoholism.

THERE'S MORE TO
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
THAN MOUNTAINS,
BEACHES AND DESERTS,
BUT THAT'S A GOOD START!

And you'll be located in one of the most attractive recreational areas of Southern
California-ORANGE COUNTY.
Northrop is offering very competitive salaries and benefits to graduates in the following
disciplines:

Industrial Technology
Mathematics
Systems Engineering
Manufacturing Engineering

To find out mor8 see your campus placement office and sign up for our on·campus
Interviews on Nov. 6 , 1981. Or, if we missed you, please send your resume to;

r···--·-------·----·--·~
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Sl.OO off any pizza.
One coupon per pizza.
Expires 1lc22-81
Fast, Free Delivery

I
I
I
I

3920 Centra I S. E.

I

262-1662

I

I

I

linda Janes
Personnel Department
500 E. Oriuigelhotpe
Anaheim, CA 92801

Women

in

Mqnagement,

sponsored
by
the
UNM
Management Development Center,
will be held at the Sheraton Old
Town Inn.
Among the topics covered will be
the good manager versus the ideal
woman.

Myttis and realities about male
and female managers, the "fear of
success" syndrome and un-

derstanding risk taking, will also be
discussed. ·
Also covered will be the art of
managing the boss, how to handle
conflicts, the use of simulations to
ensure success and the difference
between supervision and middle
mangement.
The workshop instructor will be
Barbara Boehm, president of
MOHR Performance, a consulting
firm
which
specializes
in
management, organizational and
human resource development.

'

An EqUal Opportunity Employer MIFtHIV

ELECTRO-MECHANICAL DIVISION

NORTHROP
•lll!iilllilii••••••••••••
Makin!! Advanced Technology Work

L •••••••••••••••••••••• J

. ·.

· Vlrago:n ·..
Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry
OLD

Position 10
ASUNM Senate
PFBTCTEKC

Korean Door Restaurant

The fee for the workshop is $145,
which includes all program
materials and refreshments, but not
lodging.

Central

:r

~

• {C,ls1 service

A 10 percent discount is
automatically available to· any
orgaization sending at least three
Boehm works with private in- people to the workshop.

• good prices
• plenty of parking in back
• healthy food

"'a.
138

ASNMPicks

Lobby Head
The Associated Students ofNew
composed of student
leaders from the state's post·
secondary education institutions,
named ASUNM Lobby Committee
Chairman. Michael Gallegos to head
a coordinated lobby effort by the
group.
"1 will coordinate planning and
devise tactics," Gallegos says. The
lobby committees at individual
colleges will still operate, "but the
effort is now coordinated," he said.
ASNM ~lso tentatively approved
lobbying priorities for the committee to work on, Gallegoes said.
The priorities, in descending
order of importance, were passage
of the state work study bill,
preventing or holding down tuiiion
increases and passage of more
funding for college libraries,
Gallegos said.
There is presently a bill before
the state Board of Educational
Finance to appropriate $2.5 million
for college library acquisitions,
Gallegos said.
The priorities are still tentative,
Gallegos said, because the ASNM
private colleges, the College of
Santa Fe, the University of
Albuquerque
and
Vo-Tech
Institute, Inc., did not attend the
meeting,
But because the priorities do not
affect private colleges, "we don't
expect any opposition," Gallegos
said.
M~xico,

If you missed Roman Polanski's
film Tess when it was first released,
or would like another chance to see
M.A.S.H. or the classic Harold and
Maude, the University of New
Mexico International Center film
club offers the opportunity.
Beginning today the center will
present a series of some of the most
popular motion pictures of the past
couple
of decades,. loana
McNamara, International Center
director, said.
Four films will be offered each
month, and each movie will be
shown twice weekly- Wednesdays
and Fridays - with showtimes at
7:30p.m.
An arrangement with a local
video equipment dealer has netted a
six· foot video projection screen and
projector for the center at a
monthly rental cost of $200.
Memberships in the film club
have been sold for $5 to each of 40
persons, allowing the center to
break even on operating costs.
Non-members are encouraged to
attend showings for a ...one.time
admission charge of two dollars,
she said.
In addition to the films men·
tioned, the club will feature
showings of La (;age aux ,Folies,

One Flew over tile Cuckoo s Nest,
Romeo and Juliet, Clockwork
Orange and Eye, Bye, Brazil.
,
the International Center ts
located at 1808 Las Lomas NE. For
program informati<)n call277 -2946.

J

Covered

KATHY
CUDERMAN

dustry, government agencies and
non-profit
organizatons
in
analyzing management issues which
center around people and
productivity and in developing
strategies to overcome those
problems.

UNM BOOKSTORE

Monster
Sale
BOOKS·BY·THE·INCH
Used Paperbacks 89~ an inch

RECORDS
from $1.98
Jazz, Rock, Folk,
Classical

Huge Selection
1/2 Price Books

Thomas Hacker

You'll be a highly visible member of a medium sized division, yet eligible for all the growth
opportunities that a major, high-technology company like Northrop can offer.

I

A workshop for professional
women considering managerial
careers will be held in Albuquerque
Nov. 10-12,

Club Shows
Classic Films

At NORTHROP ELECTRO-MECHANICAL DIVISION, you'll start right out as an Engineer
making important contributions to our list of many projects which Includes a concentration
in Passive Sensor System projects.

Electrical Engineering
Computer Science
Physics
Mechanical Engineering

Women Will Discuss Management

new paperbacks all subjects

Stationery,
T·shirts and
surprise bargains

----·-------------

SALE COUPON

SALE COUPON

SALE COUPON

$1.00
. CREDIT

WITH PURCHASE OF $10.00 SALE MERCHANDISE
VALID ON.LV ON SALE MERCHANDISE
Void after Friday, Nov. 13, 1981
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Keller Hall
Goes Bach

9am·11 prn 7 days a weak
6519 410 NW

Absentee
Voti-ng

N
0

c

•

for rent by the ho1.1r
344-7727

~

l'FBYCTEMB

Arts

How does a young, aspiring artist
and post-punk rocker approach the
music of Bach? I have no
background in "classical" music I
hardly have the patience to sit
through a listening of most of the
st\lff, much less twelve hours of
organ music by Johann Sebastian
Bach. The idea was intriguing
however, and a marathon organ
recital rang of some of the more
bizarre performances in line with
something like Music on a Long

t

~

will be held
8a.m.·4p.m.
~
~
SUB· Room 242 ·2nd floor
~
~ Thursday,Oct.29-Frlday,Oc!ober30 ~
Monday,Nov.2-Tuesday,November3
~

t

Right: Alma, left; Linda Lofton and Streetlife vvi/1 perform at a benefit concert for the Jazz workshop at Danbi's, November Bth.

Thin Wire. '

t

I'd recieved numerous messages
to come check this thing out, the J!!il'-............................................' -............'-'-................' -....,
performers were rehearsing at
Keller Hall, so I figured what the
hell, the Arts page hasn't written
anything about Keller Hall in
some.time.
Keller Hall has always struck me
as a cold, dry place, the seats are
comfortable enough, the floors are
carpeted, but then again so are
~
most pre-fab movie theaters. It has ~
something to do with the hardness
of the room, the lighting is always
cool, even wh~n the spots are on,
the place is just uncomfortable and
has never seemed accomodating to
sit-down performances.
Well, I was ten minutes late, as
~
usual, and James Powdrell was
waiting for me at the door. We
I' lay our new video game Centiped.
made our way down to the middle
of the floor, as one of the organists
was rehearsing her set.
The effect was immediate,
behind the stage, elevated by a
1a
·
2300 Central SE
platform, there is. a labyrinth ~
(across from PopeJoy)
arrangement of pipes rising in
layered diagonals to the ceiling. - ........................'-........._.....'-'-....'-....' -....'-'-'-'-....J
There was something about those
pipes, exuding sound like technoindustrial smoke stacks, standing
proud, almost sacred like an altar
piece. The organist is dwarfed by
the instrument, leet tapping from
pedal to pedal, fingers weaving a
pattern of sound as the eyes dart
across the pages, taking in the signs
and symbols of the music of an
ancient master. The sound is a
physical presence, visual, wind-like,
waves of pulsating vibrations
bellowing through the room, filling
the corners with a sculptural
floris h.
Needless to say I was amazed,
impressed. All of this will take
place again all day Saturday from
12 noon to 12 midnight, all for only
a buck and a half. As the performance is tWelve hours long, the
audience will receive a stamp that
will allow you to leave whenever,
and return whenever. This performance promises to be an ex·
ceptional event, even if you're not
into the classics, check it out for
yourself. It'll certainly be worth it.
Tickets are available at the Fine
Arts Box Office, they're $3.00
general admission and a $1.50 for
students, faculty, staff and senior
citizens.

J.
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Authorized by A.S.U.N.M. Elections Commission·
Elven L. Romero, Chairman
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Eyeta/k: Reality of Illusion by Chip Simons

f

Yates: Readings for Long Nights
A worthy follow-up to Manfredi's phenomenally
successful 'Bread and Chocolate'. He is

far more appealing in 'Cafe Express'.
A ROLLICKING, BITTERSWEEI, ZESTY BREW!"
-Ke¥rn Thornas. LO!?

Angele~

T1rnes

"A spiritual sequel to 'Bread and
Chocolate'. Manfredi is the film's
greatest asset. He can be extremely
charming, whether flim-flamming
his customers or out-running the
dimwitted police."
-Janet Maslm. New Y01k

"A rowdy Italian comedy!"
- Kalhteen Cauoll New Yori\ Darly News

'a

After "Bread and Chocolate"
comes Dessert ...
Nino Manfredi

~~~.~~
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ALBUQUERQUE PREMIERE! ONE WEEK ONLY!
SHOWTIMES: 7:30,9:15
(Sat-Sun_ Matinees at!
4:00, 5:45)

GUILD

""'"'"'· •. NE • '255·3050

I READ BOOKS
by Robert Masterson
Liars In Love
Richard Yates
Delacorte Press/Lawrence
Elegance and grace, and their
presence or absence in
familial
endeavors, form the core around
which Richard Yates' seven short
stories are wrapped. The central
characters in each, whether children
or adults, are particularly aware of
these elements and feel an acute,
though often nameless, suffering at
the inelegant and graceless
situations they are confronted with.
The stories are cleverly constructed examples of the very
qualities that are so strongly desired
by the characters. Yates writes with
a smooth hand, telling us of the
jolting emotions and crude ex·
pressions in quiet, understated
tones that serve to highlight both
the fruitlessness of the character's

desire and
aspiration.

the

value

of

the

Oh, Joseph, I'm So Tired, the

first story in this book, like many of
the other's, is set in the Depression
and told as an adult memory of a
child's perception. The despair and
frustration of a divorced woman,
skirting the fringes of the psuedoboho Greenwich Village art crowd,
and her desparate mental attempts
to justify her life are told from the
tender view of her son who loves,
admires and cannot respect his
mother. The story is told as a string
of facts gathered when young,
stored and truly approachable only
from adulthood. The small lies and
huge deceptions of the prideful
woman are not criticized for the
thoughtlessness. While she does
appear to act in an instinctive
manner, it is the instinct of survival
that moves her. What is mourned
by the boy now a man is the sad fact
that she is aware of alternatives but
is incapable of acting otherwise.

Six of the best tasting beers in the world.

ERLANCER
THE EXCEPTION

The narrator is not martyred by
these memories but he does carry
them as an aching heirloom.
The title piece, Liars in Love, is
concerned with adults who, in quite
child-like ways, demand from
their lives what is needed to fill
them. The story, set in 1953
London, is of an American
Fulbright scholar. He, his wife and
their infant daughter live with a
distant
English
relative.
Surrounded by greyness and the
antagonistic English they, rather
than support each other, fall apart.
The wife and baby return to the
United States leaving the scholar to
finish his Fulbright year with
options of reuniting open for the
future.
There is no joy in the separation.
Each senses that to replace a
vacuum with a larger vacuum will
be pointlessly painful; yet confronted with their ambivalence
towards each other they find it
neccessary to at least do something.
Rather than struggle with each
other, they choose to struggle with
themselves in loneliness.
The scholar lurches around
London after their departure and
simultaneously searches for
graceful presence and denies the
quest. While struggling with his
embarrassment at being so
displaced he begins an "adventU!e"
with a young prostitute. They
attempt to cultivate love from their
union - he seeking passion, she
seeking the comfort of a steady
man. The relationship, bouyed by
the anxious, clingling affection they
have for each other, is eventually
tied and slaughtered by their
pathological dishonesty. Yet, long
after the affair has died, each insists
that their desires be fufilled and
tl\at the other is capable of fulfilling
them. The ending is a resolution,
not of the individuals and their
emotiollS, but of the individuals
and what is appropriate.
These stories are highly enjoyable
reading if you are the kind of reader
who enjoys the journey at least as
much as arriving at the destination.
For November, when the weather is
cold and the drink is wann, this is
perfect leisure.

~

~
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3 Day Sale!

*Large Sh,=k~:·t'Malts 97c
Banana Split 89c
Free Med. Drink with
double burger & fries 1.89
Free Small Drink
with a Nacho order 90c

*
*.

*
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~ llutterfiehl
the store for MORE Diamond Value
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I
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~

litaz/er.

J.

up to 30°/o more
value for your
dollar!
the size of a
diamond does not make
the beauty of it. Nor does
the large size of a store make
for value. The additional costs
. .. overhead, long hours are often
added to the cost of merchandise.
THE STORE lor DIAMONDS

,~.,~}
2411 SI\N PEDRO N£.DPDO!itttha Broadway/Coronado

Quality ... Selection ... Value ... Personal Service ... Credit

The ASUNM FILM COMMITTEE Presents

To Have and Have Not
Ta night 7:00, 9:15, 11:30 p.m.

Up·
~erViee
lnie_rn11IIOn~i Srudrnl Cenler- Splrullna: Fact or
Fancy? A filtn presentation F'rtdny at 2:00p.m. in the
lntenmtiomll Center, 1808 Las LomasN.E.
UNM Amareur itadlo Club - Meeting Monday
night at7 p.m. In room 145 of the J~crrls En~inecrlng
Building. All inl"Crcstcd persons ntc invited IQ attend.

Starring: Humphrey Bogart,
Lauten Bacall
Lauren Bacall's film
debut in this 1944
B/W film set the stage
for future BacaiiBogart movie ventures.

SUB Theater
Students • $1.50
Others • $2.00

Love at
First Bite

Saturday 7:00, 9:15,11:30 p.m.
George Hamilton stars
as Dracula in this
romantic comedy set in
modern day Manhattan.

SUB Theater
Students· $1.50
Others • $2.00

DRACULA
Your

favorite pain
in the neck
is about
.to bite your
funny llone.
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Sports

for the
Ladies

Competition Grows
In 'Ultimate' Event

through the Month
of November

The squad will go to the Western
Aerodynamic
Anarchy,
Nationals
Nov. 7 and 8 in Santa
Albuquerque's ultimate frisbee
team that includes ten UNM Barbara, California. They earned
students, is a sectional champion the trip by beating seven other
after going undefeated in a recent teams from New Mexico, Arizona
and West Texas, all by five or more
tournament in Arizona.
points.
Scoring is done in ultimate
frisbee by advancing the disc into
Pat Oakley makes the grab for
the end zone of the playing field by
Black Marya, who won the in- means of passing only. A missed or
tramurals department ultimate out-of-bounds pass turns the disc
frisbee competition with a 5·0 over to the other team.

soc:: Well drinks
soc:: Draft beer
soc:: wine
7 ·10 p.m. Tuesday thru Saturday
plus LIVE ENTERTAINMENT!!

record.

Nearly three-fourths of the team
attends UNM, including Ed
Bushnel, Dave Benavides, Tim
Lopez, Bill DeRaad, Andy Silva,
Mike Schwantes, Tim Caffrey,
Mark Schwantes, Jolyn Luna and
Brad Bingham.
Ultimate frisbee players practice
regularly on the Johnson Gym
fields, and an ultimate frisbee
intramural program was recently
completed. Black Marya deafeated
Sigma Chi 17-10 to win the competition.
Assistant in tram urals director
Dick Baldizar, who coordinated the
recent contest, said six teams and 80
people were involved this year.
"The program has grown during
the two years we have offered it,
and the support has begun to
stabilize," said Baldizar, who is
also the faculty advisor for the
campus disk club. "! think the
reasons it has grown are twofold: it
is not a traditional sport,in that it
goes away from contact, and once
people try it, they realize how much
fun it is and they gel hooked."
For more information about
ultimate frisbee on campus, call the
intramurals office at 277C5151, or
Tim Caffrey, president of the UNM
Disc Association, at 265-9316,

MONTANA MINING RESTAURANT
Bottom of First National Bank • San Mateo and Central

.....

Joe Cavaretta

Quarterback David Osborn {14) throws over NMSU lineman Mike White during last weeks game in
Las Cruces. Osborn will get the starting job for the second consecutive week against BYU. Opening

UNM To Face McMahon, Cougars
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Lobo Terry Nielson puts away
another smash during a home
win earlier this year. Nielson and
her teammates seek the conference lead against Utah and
BYU at Johnson Gym this
weekend.

Women Golfers
Play in Florida

The University of New Mexico
defensive secondary faces their
sti ffesi challenge of the 1981 season
Saturday afternoon when the
Lobos invade Provo, Utah to face
Heisman Trophy canditate Jim
McMahon and the Brigham Young
Cougars.
McMahon and his pass-happy
cohorts will be trying to avenge the
BYU's only loss last year. The
Lcibos upset the Cougars 25-21 in
the opening game last season.
New Mexico raised their current
record to 3-S with a come-frombehind 17-13 victory over archrival
New Mexico State last weekend.
David Osborn sparked the win with
a pair of TD scampers, including
the game winner that came on a ISyard run with 1:37 left. Osborn will
get the starting nod again Saturday
over former starter Robin Gabriel.
The defense was also brilliant
again, holding the Aggies to 157
yards in total offense. The defense
was paced by linebackers Jake
Simpson and Johnny Jackson, who
were in on 23 tackles. Simpson also
had an interception that set up the
Lobos' first score and was the
UNM pick for WAC player-of-theweek honors.
But this week the Lobo's will
have to contend with McMahon,
who is only 335 yards shy of
breaking the NCAA record in
career passing. He has passed for
more than 300 yards in each of 15
consecutive games, including 393
yards in a blizzard at Wyoming last
week,
The 6-2 Cougars lost that game
33-20 for their first WAC loss of
the season. BYU now trails Hawaii
by one-half game in WAC play, but
play the Rainbows in Honolulu
Nov. 14.
The Lobos, who failed to get a
quarterback sack for the first time
in two years against NMSU last
week, must get to McMahon if they

College Grid Weekend
COLJ,F.G>: FOOTBALL WEEKEND

The Lobo women golfers are
in Florida today for the first 18
holes of the Lady Gator Golf
Tournament hosted by Florida
State.
Dana Howe, Kris Monaghan,
Teresa Schreck, Sue Sanders and
Lucy Casteneda m·e representing
UNM in the 54"hole event which
ends Sunday.

The Advisory Board
of
Conceptions Southwest

kickoff is set for 1:30 Saturday,

One-time cotlferencc hully Otigham Young races a
must•Win game fo~ WAC 11tirvlva1 against the Lobos,
wlilleUtlth, which has played only weak•sl!iters UTEP
and CSU. must ptoYC It IS' tor real against the SDSU

Aztecs.

SPORTS EDITOR'S PICKS
NeW Mexico TO underdog at Brlgha111 Young
San Diego· State ~d underdog at Utah
Colorado Statc2 TD underdog dl Wyoming
NM Stnti: f'd fBvOritevs, Western Illinois
Hawaii FO rcvorlte V$, Nevada-Las Vegas

Texas--gl Paso 2 TO underdog vs. Atitoha
Air Force ro ·underdog vs. Army
Texa~ 'tech 2 TO underdog at 'Texa.~
t-loUS!On TO favorite Pt Texas Christian

expect to stop the BYU offensive
thrust. "It's obvious that we must
try to get to McMahon," said Lobo
head coach Joe Morrison. "We did
a good job of that last year and I'm
sure they'll be as ready for us as

they've been for anybody this

seaso.n. ,,

is now accepting

Last year's leader in total offense
was held to 103 yards in total offense that night, the worst output
of his illustrious career.

Applications for
1981-82 Editor
of Conceptions Southwest
(UNM's Fine Arts/Literary Publication)
All applic;mfs must be registered UNM students with some
background in either art or literature. The position requires com·
mitment and interest in all areas of art. Hours are flexible,. but
average between 10 to 30 hours per week. The position is non·
paying and no academic credit, but lots of practical experience
can be gdined.
Applications may be picked up in Marron Hall, Room 131
and must be accompanied by a resume and brief sample of
creative or pertinent work.

. A.S.U.N.M. CC!ndidate EpdQrsemen

NOTICE
All U.N.M. Organizations wishing to en·
dorse candidates for A.S.U.N.M. Senate must
bring endorsements.

For more information, call277"5656

Deadline is 12 noon, Friday, Nov. 6

· Before Noon •
Monday, Nov. 2,1981
Marron Hall, Room 131
Authorized by A.S.U.N.M, Elections Commission·
Elven L. Romero, Chairman.

Advertising
Sales

Oklahoma City University
The New Mexico Doily Lobo is presently seeking Account
Representatives far its Display Advertising department.

School of Law

We offer on outstanding opportunity to supplement your
academic education with practical experience In the
Albuquerque job market.

Think about it - an outstanding law
school in the southwest that offers ex·
ceptional programs stressing the prac'
tical as well as the academic. OCU
School of Law not only offers tradition
as the oldest law school in Oklahoma, but
also offers an innovative program that
encourages creativity in legal education.
Mike Decker AssistllhL Dean of Ad·
missions and Recruitment for the OCU
School of Law will be on the University
of New Mexico, Albuquerque campus.
Friday, Nov. 6, to visit with stude!lts interested in law school. Contact George
Sandoval on 277·2531, for further information.

You must have:
• student status
• a strong desire to succeed
• a car

·

• pticr soles experience (not essentlcl but it helps)
• o professional ottitude
• o t leost 20 hours per week
If you fit these requirements, then come by and apply for a soles
position with one of the notion's leading independent student
newspapers.
Contact:

New MeXIco Dally Lobo
Business Office
Box20
Alb. N.M. 87131

(sos) 2n·56s6

\
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Marron Hall, Room 131
fB etwcen Biology and Journalism at Yale & Redondo)

Open 8:00a.m. to 5:00p.m.
Monday through Friday,
Deadline Noon
1. Personals
ASUNM SI\NAn; CANPIIJATI\S, Don't forget to
come by the Lobo II a.m. • I p,m, or Priday, 12·2
p.m. for interview and photos to be taken.
10/30
A<~CURA"n;
INJ'ORMATION ABOUT coo·
traccption, sterili.atlon, abortion. Ri~hl to Choose,
494·0171.
tfn
COI.D- A J.ARGE bowl of what. Largo chile (red or
green) $1.25, Posole $1.25, Beans ,65, Casa Del Sol
in the New MexlcoSIUdent Union.
tfn
pRF.GNANCY TESTING&; COUNSELING. Phone
247·9R 19.
tfn
I'ASSPORT AND IIIENTIFICATION photos, 3 for
S6.001 I Lowest prices in town! Fast, pleasing, near
UNM. Call 265-2444 or come tO 1717 Girard Blvd.
N.E.
tfn
CIIINESE HUFFE'.f, CIIF..AP All you can eat. Lunch
$3.00, supper $4,50, Sunday Brunch$3,®. J~o-Jao's
Place, SOl)() Central Ave, S.E.
tfn
CONTACTS·POJ.ISHING, SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical Company on Lomas just west of Washington,
tfn
WE B()T DISTRIBUTORS, Prescription eyeglass
frames. Greenwich VIllage (Lennon styles), gold
rimless. S$4.5() (re~ulnr $65.00). Pay .Less Opticians,
5007 Mcnaul N.l!., across from La Belles.
tfn
C'ARE ABOUT ART1 Concq~tions Southwest,
UNM's fine arts/literary publication, can't exist
without your support. Buy 1981 Issue $4 in Marron
Hall, Room 131, UNM Bookstore, Student
Bookstore, ASA Gallery, .Fine Arts Museum, Living
Batch, Back issues available Sl in Marron Hall,
Room 131.
tfn
WRITERS· CONCEPTIONS SOUTHWEST is now
accepting literary submissions for its spring 1982
isstJe.llring poetry, fiction, liOn· fiction, plays, etc. to
Marron Hall, Room 131. /Ill submissions must be
typed and have name, address, phone on each piece.
Enclose self-addressed stamped envelope if you wish
t.o have your work returned. UNM •tudents, faculty,
sta(f and alumni only. Deadline Dec. 4. No more than
J'ive pieces per writer please,
tfn
SIIORT QF ~'UNDS Enchilada, red or green chile
.89, big burrito, red or green chile, SI.OO, Tostada,
red or green chili ,59 at the Casa del Sol in the New
Mexico Student Union Bldg.
tfn
COUNT DRACULA INVITI\S you to spend
Halloween with vampires, bats, and llowling dogs,
Midnight show $1.50. Also group rates. Reservations
281·3338 Barn Dinner Theatre. Signed "Dracula''.
10130
JUST A SNACK. Sopapilla with honey .35, Salsa and
ch!ps.7S, Nachos $1,00. Casa Del Sol In the New
Mexico Student Union,
tfn
SINGLI\S ONLV .3511 cone single, .60 for a double,
,75 for a triple, New Mexico Union Ice Cream
tfn
Shoppe,
111£ DAHA'.I FAITH has answers to your qUestions.
Come and hear them at 2:30 in room 230 of the SUB.
!!very Wednesday,
10/30
WE'RE DI\SPERATEl ROADRUNNER Fun bstlll
here tllt the end of the month with giveaway prices on
new and used skates and equipment, Come see. Inside
Zappers at2214 Central S.E. acro35 from Yale Park.
10/30
LEARN TO DRAW and paint, Cl ...ses specializing In
English watercolor methods and Manogen oil
painting mediums, For information and registration
inquire at Plnacotheque Inc., 333 Osunanw, 345·
1330.
11/5
ELECT KEITII BURRIS ASUNM Senator.
Together, we can be wlnners.Pald for in contribution<.
11/4
MAKE EXTRA MONEV. Feel better, look better.
Experience Shaklee Products. Vitamins, minerals,
household. 293·3862,
10/30
SONRISE •8J FREE October 27·29 Fonner Denver
Bronco Randy Rich and Former Houston Oiler Craig
Bradshaw Tuesday Oct. 27 SUB-Ballroom Weds.
Oct, 28 and Oct. 2.9 Woodward Hali 7:00pm each
night, Live music.
10/29
EXPI.ORE CARLSBAD CAVERNS, November 21st
onlyS20.00 for students. Call277·2336.
11/9
SO PERCENT OFF BOOKS, Records, Magazines,
Comics. Newest Bookstore In University Arta, !.1
Price ilooks, Records, Magazines. University at
Central. "Twice the books for half the price." 11/9
MAGGIE BRANDT FOR ASUNM Senate position
21. pfbthteMB.
11/4
STEVE GASSER FOR ASUNM Senate position 24.
prbicteSO.
11/4
RIP· RF..SPECT, INTt:GRITY, PRIDE. Re-elect
Robert Lynch, ASUNM Senator.
1112
KATHY CUDERMAN FOR ASUNM Senate
position 10. pfbtcteKC.
ll/4
JERRY IIARTBARGER FOR ASUNM Senate
position 14, pllllttt!JH.
11/4
TRACI WOLF FOR ASUNM Senate position 16.
pfbtdeTW.
11/4
STRING PLAVERSI 1 ENCHANTMENT symphony
needs you. hilere1ted? Call Joy or leave message at
877·.i848.
ll/3
FORTUNATE ALSO HAS fine personal products.
Aloe Vera lotion, Jojoba and Aloe shampoo and
conditioner. Natural vitamins and weight lo35
wll(fers, 298·27$3, ask fOr Bill.
10/29
10/29
DANCE TOWEl' SOX tonlsht at Ned's.
WITCH WAY IS Happy Feet? 4821 Central N.E. I
need a new hat and watt for Halloween.
I0/30
MY FAVORITE GUV • Always remember somebl\dy
10/29
cares about you--ME, Judy.
SPIRULINA ....THE BREAKFAST of studen~.
F'lim Pre•entation Friday October 30th, 2-.lpm,
International StUdent Center 1808 las Lomas (on
campus).
I0/30
MARCHING BAND, SPIRIT PERCUSSION,
C.E.P. presidential scholars, dorm tcsident!lawrcnce Roybal for ASUNM Senator. dot plenty,
vote position twenty.
11/4
STUDENT VETERAN'S ASSOCIATION will hold
their meeting fot the month or November at 7:00
p. tn. in the Child Care Co-op (Mesa Vista).Monday,
Novcmbcr2. OUestspeakct· Harry Kinney.
1.1/3
IIAI.tOWE:f:N FACE PAINTING at the Bookcase,
Saturday, Oct. j I, noon-S, still only 99 ccnu. 109
Mesa S.E., 247-3102.
10/30
TIIANiiS TO ALl. fhc people ihSfgn Unguagc who
chaurtcred tne around, Love Ya, Mo.
ll/3

BI.NGEING/WEIGJITIALCOHOLIDepression
Problems, 256-1553.
11/3
WOMEN'S HEAL'fll SERVICE UNM. Student
Healt~ Center Annual exams for PAPS, contraception, abortion counseling and other
gynecological services. 277-3136.
tfn
THE PERFECT SENATOR - Elect Kathy Cuder.
man. Position 10. pfbtctekc.
10130
LAWRENCE R()YBAL FOR ASUNM senator. Oet
plenty, vote position twemy.
11/4
NANCITA, IIAPPV BIRT}fDAV. I hope this will be
your best, Even the dragon wished you a good yearo
Oh, yeah, Happy Halloween too. Thinking of you
every day, D.J. Bob.
10/30
JULIEITE... IIAPPY 19th from your Romeos (that
wanna score) In 104.
I0/29
DEAR MOM • HAPPY Birthday: Love you lots! I
Junior,
I0/30
WHO'S AFRAID OF Traci Wolfe? Vole Wolf,
pfbtcteTW.
10/30
DONNA, LONG TIME no see? Have a terrific birthday, Love, K,B., M,P,, R;S., D.S.
J0/30
BEGGAR'S NIGHT FRIDAY at Ned's, Free drink
when you wear)'our Halloween costume.
10130
TO MV LJITLE Rat. Happy Z~th Birthday, Love,
Your Little Angel,
10/30
IJAPPV BIRTHDAVTOMMY, !Love You. 10/30
SPIRITED HALLOWEEN SALE, many items 30-50
percent off, Saturday through Thursday, Rainbow
Place, 555 Wyoming NE, 9·6,
I liS
THEE EVENT • NED'S Halloween party Saturday
night. Come In costume and win thrilling prizes, 10/JO

2. Lost & Found
MA)C WAIILQUIST, PICK Up your student J.D. at
131 Marron Hall.
tfn
REWARD: YELLOW KITTEN • 3 month•. Lost
near Unlversity/Roma, 842·5489,
11/4
WINTER HAT FOUND at Kiva at 1:00 on Oct. 23,
after Dr, Rosenblum Dev, Psych. Class,
11/2
BLACK CAT FOUND, male, about 6 mos. old, by
11/2
Soc/Econ Bldg. on Fri., pJease265·9143.
FOUND: SET OF KEYS on miniature thong. Near
oldP,ych Lecture Hall. Claim atl31 Marron Hall.
tfn
REWARD LOST IN university area, Black and gray
striped fcmak cat, I0 months old, very friendly. If
found or have information eali243·7251 or292·1107.
10/30
FOUND XEVS .ON small fliJ>oflop with little mixing
bowl. Claim Room 131 Marron Hall.
tfn
FOUND~ BROWN, NYLON duffel bag, cigarette
case, green glove, pair of lUnsJBSSel, small COin purse,
tortoise-shell colored barette, man's brown sweater.
Claim at Biolosy, Room .173.
tfn
CLAIM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus Pollee
8:00a.m.to4:00 p.m. dally.
tfn

3. Sen'ices
KAlKE VOUR YARD%· Teenagers would like to do
odd jobs. Clean garages, baby-sitting, housecleaning,
yardwork, small paint jobs. Call293·5038 afterS:OO.
tfn
GUITAR LESSONS, INS'fRUMENTS and rentals.
Marc's Guitar Center, 143 HarvardS.E. 26S·33JS,
tfn
A-t n'PIST • TERM PAPERS, Resumes 299-8970.
10/30
n'PING - THI\SIS, DISSERTATION, repom,
statistical, c..IJ ANNITA299·3781.
10/30
ACCURATE, EXPERIENCED n'PIST: college
work, resumes, transcribing, 294-0167,
10/JO
FORMALtV SEPARATED OR CONSIDERING
DiVORCE1 Here is !<gal help most people can af..
ford. You have someone to turn to for guidance in
divorce and separation matters. Uncontested divorce
With property settlement, and children •• $100.00. J.
Carruth S. Legal Clinic. Court costs additional.
Western Bank. 242-2602 for appointment.
10/30
HOME TYPING SERVICE by retired English
professor, Spelling, srammar. confidentiality
guaranteed, 292-3431.
10/30
TYPING- FAST, ACCURATE reasonable, cassette
transcription. 247·2583.
I l/13
PROFI\SSJONAL RI\SUMI\S 265·9o81.
11/2

RE-ELECT

WOLF
POS.
16
PFBTCTETW

TYJ• AliT Oft'ERS TYPI\SEITING graphics,
typing, design, Quality YOU 1Vc COIOC 10 depend On,
Oinger- Carolyn 262-1865, lOS Stanford S,E,
11/6
PROFF.SSION.AL TYPING, REASONABLE
reliable· references, Please cnl1299-6256 or 299·2676.
10/30
PROFESSIONAL TYPING DONE • 75cents per
10/30
double-spaced page. 898·6118 after 5pm.
TVPERIGHTS.
FAST
PROFESSIONAL,
guaranteed. 265-5203.
IllS
TYPING·
PAPERS,
RESUMES,
Stored
magnetically, 247·0300.
11/20
GUITAR INSTRUCTOR, CLASSICAL other styles.
867-3158.
11/6
TYPING
STUDENT/BUSINI\SS, including
stati51icalltechnical.
Reasonable,
experienced,
competent, 296·6299,
Jl/30
HOUSE CLEANING, RELIABLE, thorough,
11/10
reasonable, Me55ages for "Eve", 266-0280.
n'PING, 75 CENTS/page, 296-4998.
10/30
PROFE~SIONALTYPING BY English/MAaditor.
Vast experience with disseriations, papers. Editing
available, 266·9550.
11/24
TilE AIPC SCHOLARSIIIP Program counselors
will be on campus Oct, .29 and Oct. 30 from 9:00.4:00
at Mesa Vista Haii·Dean's Conference Room. All
!Cbolarship .recipients are required to meet with ~he
counselors.
10/30
ATHI.ETIC SIIOE RI\SOLING, Running, Tennis,
Basketball, Raeketball. 15 durable soles, AT
Mountains and Rivers. Across from U.N.M,
l 1/3
CVC(..ISTSI FALL TUNE-UP special, only $12.501
Centurion. 10 and 12 speeds on sale. Harvard Bike
House, 137 Harvard SE, 255-8808,
1113
LEARN AJIOUT THE Stars! Astrology classes
beginning Thursday, Nove. 5th. 6 weeks, once pr
week, 8:00·9:30 p.m. Call293-5072,
11/4
A· I TYPIST, TERM papers, resumes, 299·8970.
11/:lO

4. Housing
WANT TO RENT: Large One bedroom or two
bedroom apt, or hou•e near University for woman
with ten year old son. January or sooner thru May,
Catherine, 242· 7228.
tfn
TilE CITADEL-SUPERB lOcation near UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes. I bedroom
or efficiency, from $205. All utilities paid. Deluxe
kitchen with di3hwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming paol, TV room and laundry. Adult
couples, no pets. 1520 University NE. 243·2494. tfn
ENORMOUS, QUIET, 'IWO.BEDROOM furnished
townhouse apt.' fireplace, 9 n. closets, $350, utilities
tfn
paid, no pets, children, 247-8724,
JIQUSI\SIITER: I AM looking for an apartment or
house to houscslt during spring seme•ter (or earlier}.
EKcellent references and enjoy gardening and yardwork. Catherine, 242· 7228.
tfn
FOR RENT: EFFICIENCY apanment, 1410 Girard
NE, $185/mo., all utlllties paid. Fully furnished security locks and laundry facilities. Please call before
tfn
6:00 in the evening, 266-8392.
WALK TO CAMPUS Share nice house with quiet
grad student. $125.00 plus one half utilities, Call27754269-4.
10/30
ADULTS ONLYI NO pets. Large two bedroom
furnished apartment. Three blocks from UNM.
Utilities paid 5350. 344-7350,
10130
ROOMMATE WANTED TO share three bedroom
house ncar Ridgecrest-Kathryn prea. $100 plus V.
utilities. 266-0830.
1112
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT, high ceilings, near
UNM, hospitals, garage, yard, $190.268-7218. 11/3
CAMPUS COMPACT APARTMENTS. 215 Yale
SE at Lead. Studio apartments near stores and UNM,
$185/month, free utilities, 5130, deposit, No
children, pets, or roommates. See manager at
apartment two or call243·6210, or 883-5940,
11/3
CAMPUS TIIREE BLOCXS. Two bedroom, den,
$250, 898-6248,2415 Coal.
11/3
HOUSE FOR RENT. Two bedroom, basement,
- walkingdistancetoUNM, 843-7620,268•4983. ll/10
• HOUSE FOR RENT, three bedroom near University.
Private backyard, •ingle car garase, call 268-9167
weekday or CathY at842·7261, day,
11/4
LUXURY TOWNHOUSE FOR lease, 3 blocks from
campus, 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, fireplace, pnae, $495,
883-6161, 268-HOO.
i 1/6
ONE ROOM HOUSE for rent 11 block from campus, SIJS, 883·6161, 268-7500.
11/4
ROOMMATE 3 BDRM House Furnished one mile
west UNM SISO/mo, plus one· hal futilities, 843-6753.
1112
QUIET CLEAN EFFICIENCY style cottase near
Carlisle and Central. Additional storase area, private
parking ami entrance from alley. Nice yard with
sprinklers. $200 per month plus utilities, 821-5701,
831·5696.
11/5
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT in 4-plex near
Carlisle and Candelaria. Carpet, drapes, $210 plus
utilities, 262·2355.
IllS
FURNISHED OVER GARAGE Apartment. 10 miles
from univerisily. No petS, adults. 877·8326.
10/30
CORRALI\S FOR RENT: New adobe solar home on
2 acres of land with miles of ditch and Bosque to walk
or jog. Lease Feb. I through May 31. Three
bedrooms, tWti baths, three fireplaces. Fully furnished inciuding· linens, tOwels, utensils and so (O~th.

$725.00 plus electricity, 277-5104 or 898-0860.
ReferenceS required,
11/5

5. For Sale
FENDER SUPER REVERB Excellent Condition,
bargain at $325,00, 255-2426.
11/4
INDIAN MOPED,370 miles, book carriers, exceilent
conditioh, doUble sea!, 5400.00, 296-0058.
I 114
GIBSON LI\S PAUL custom, black with gold trim,
hardsheli case, $600, 292•1585.
IllS
ONE VEAR OLD F3605 Takell1ine" acoustic suitar
and case, S370, 268-2796 (keep trylng).
II /3
BROWNING MIXTE 10-SPEED, S85. Ward• 3•
speed, $30, Holh In good condition With carrying
racks. Bicycle citrrier for car, $20, PAIR CAMPY
pedals, S25. CALL 256·3403 AFTER S p.m. OR
!.eave Message,
10/30

HARLEY DA VIDSQN ELECT!~ Glide, frame up
restoration, full dress, man)' extras! $4,000, O,B,O,,
296- I 078,
11/2
RAINBOW PLACE CONTINUING sale Wilh real
discounts on gifts, recordings, cards, and books.
Worth the trip. 55SWyomjng NE, 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
10/29
TOP OF THE line studio infinity RSb speakers less
than one week old $290 retail (Sound Ideas) asking
$250 or best offer caii247·852J anytime,
I 0/31
TEN-SPEED FUJI, 19 inch. perfect condition. Lock,
chain, rack, $200. 842·1516, evenings,
10/30
.1978 IIONDA HAWK, 400cc- S900 negotiable. Must
•ell. 345-8901 (days) or 897-2507 for more info. 10/29
WE HOT DISTRIBUTORS Prescription eyeglass
frames. Greenwich Village (Lennon styles), gold,
rimless. $54,50 regular $65.00 Pay Le1s Opticians,
5007 Menaul N.E, across from La Belles.
tfn

6. Employment
PART·TIME JOB afternoons and eveniJigs, Must be
able to work Friday and SaJurday nights, Must be 21
years old. Apply in person, no phone calls, please.
Saveway Liquor Stores at 5704 Lomas NE, 5516
Menaul NE.
tfn
OVERS.:AS JOBS. SUMMER/year round, Europe:
S, Amcr., Australia, Asia, All fields, $5()0.$1200.
monthly. Sightseeing. Free Info, Write IJC Box 52·
NM·I Corona D~l Mar, CA 92625.
11/3
MODELS. MALE AND Female, $25-$35 hourly,
Prefer experience but not neces•ary, Send sample
photos and state experience t<> P.O. Box 7203,
Albuquerque, 87194.
11/2
STUDENTS WANTED TO serve meal Thanksgiving
m<>rnlng, 10 a.m •• J p.m. Caii2S5·1368.
I 1/2
SALI\S PEOPLE NEEDED to operate T·Shirl'
concession, Nov. 23 to Dec, 31, salary & bonus, call
898·6817 for details.
ll/4
TilE U.N.M, SPECIAL Services & Upward Bound
Pr()grams need tutors for high school and/or college
freshmen students, The pay rate Is 53.6Ho$4.00/hr.,
3·20 hours per week; times 10ay be set to fit tutors'
schedules (inc, Saturdays). Graduate students and
upper-level undergraduates in English, Math,
Chemistry, Biology, Physics, Spanish, and History
who QUALIFY FOR WORK STUDY are encouraged
to caii277-3S06 for an interview appointment• 11/4
FORTUNATE
NEEDS
INDEPENDENT
Distributors in this area and around the U.S.A. For
more information call Bill at298·2753.
10/30
PART·TIME LIQUOR help, Mustbc21. Walgreens,
11020 Montgomery NE (corner of Juan Tabo and
Montgomery), Apply in person between 9 a.m.-5
11/S
p.m.
ENGINEERING ASSISTANT • FOR electric
cooperative In southeastern Arizona. Will join an
engineering staff of 16 field and office personnel In
filling a responsible, challenging posilion,
headquartered In Willcox, Arizona. S,S, V.E.C. is a
growing cooperative of 144 employees serving over
22,000 members, mostly In scenic, historic Cochise
County, Weather and recreational opportunities are
excellent. Requirements Include: A good working
knowledge of electricity fundamentals; technical
writing ability; computer programming skill in either
Hfortran" or uAd\'ancai Basic11 language; 5ome.
knowledge or electric power distribution, basic
supervisory techniques, "Cobol" language, and
computer soft-ware-systems design would be
desirable. One to tllrec years of related experience is
preferred. A college degree Is not required, Excellent
salary and benefits, .For more information or to
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DESIGNER JEANS
for Men and Women
$14.99- $19.99
101 Cornell ·s.E.

Iii"·'"' to6 p.111. M,.,,.:;.t,

ACROSS
1 Ukely
48end
9 Artlde
12 Weight of
India

20 lnitated

20Watgod

22 Italian river
24 At that place
25Fiash
26 nme periods

31- Uncoln
32Theones

here
34 Edible seed
35 Scale note
36 German dis-

trict
37 Lanoe

51E~

52 Skip over
54 Irritate
55 Cravat

56 Venditlorn!
57

Pheasant
brood

24

WANT TO EARN 3 credits by touring London or
New York during C~riStmas or Spring Break? See 5
~hows: -' 1Arnacfcus''• opera, dance Shakespeare?
Some openings on both. tours. Call U,l'/,M. e~t. 4332
or 292·7195,
I 0/30
u· VOU WA.NT someone to "get you on a j]ow boat
to China" why not advenise In the Dally Lo/Jo, tfn

8. Miscellaneous
STUDENTS, I BUY class rings, gold, silver and
jewelry, 255·4838.
11/5
GLIDER RIDES! DEMONSTRATION nights $2S20 minute minimum. Also sailplane rentals ar;d
student .instruction. Valley High Soaring. 865·5688.
10/30
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED FOR New Day Runaway
House for youth. Spend a few hours a week with our
teenagers and gain a valuable experience, Training
provided. Call Judy, 241·9559.
llti
ONE-HALF PRICE BOOKS Records, Magazines,
Comics, Never Pay Retail Again. l,lniversity at
I 1/9
Central, ''Twice the books at half the price."
PUBLIC TALK HV Justin Stone, former UNM
teacher of Tal Chi and Zen Meditation, Wednesday,
Oct, 28, 7:30 p.m., entitled ''Zen and The Spiritual
Life." ($2.00) OPEN MIND BOOI(STORI!, 2931
Monte Vista N.E,
11/2
SPEND HALLOWEEN WITII Count Dracula,
Special Midnight Show Only $7.50, Also group rates,
Reservatlons281·3338 Ba1·n Dinner Theatre. J0/30

9. Las N oticias
THE BAHA'I. FAITII has answers to your questions,
Come and hear them at.2:30 in room230oft~eSUB.
Every Wednesday.
10/30
RAM DASS LECTURE at Woodwatd Hall,
Tuesday, Nov. 14, 7:30pm. $3 .~o ~~ door, advance
tickets. $2,50. Buy Now at OPEN MIND
BOOKSTORE, 2931 Monte Vista Nil (open tO· 6}
10/30
FUNK AND llJSCO dance cont~t with d,J, Jams
unlimited Friday October 30th in theSubway Station.
Valuable cash and album prizes awarded, For more
10/30
Information cal 277·6492 or277-4506.
HALtOWEEN MASQUERADE DANCE with
street scene and Jams Unlimited. In the Subway
Station Sat., Oct. 3J st, Cash prizes for most original.
scariest and funniest costumes. For more information
call277·6492 or277-4S06.
10130
GORDON SANDERS/IIARRV Kinney, Woodward
101, Thursday, November 5, 7:30p.m.
I J/S
STUDIO ACTIVIT\' OPENING Reception, tonight
7 p.m., ASA Gallery,
I 0/30
NOTICE ASUNM ELEGnON Absentee Votins.
October 30, Nov, 2 & 3, 8:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m., 2nd
floor. SUB, room242.
1113
GAYS, LF..SBIANS, BISEXUALS Juniper meets
Tuesday Nov. 3nt8:00 p.m., SUB 2311!.
11/3
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.Special

1
1

2 slices of cheese pizza
for only $1.30 .

I
I,

127 Harvard SE

I M"rt.'
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I
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1 Snake
2Throogh
3 Dals
4 Bridge

-

1

~~

101 Cjrnotl S.E.
Ilion- Sat
IU a.m. to6p.m,

.

with ""upon Gilly
Explre•Jl·7·81

1
I
I
1
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Auswer to Tbursday's Puzzle

28Laws

lect

I
II

J-------------,---------------,
1
Grand Opening!
. 1
''' bi.SouthofCentral

21 Begin

33 Filament
34 Relate to
36 Identical
38 Buddhist c:Jia-

1

Wtth coupon only 10126·1111

tMllriWfnd

21 Stupefy
23 Plan of action
27 Fork prongs
29 At this place
30 Frenctl article

48&rielt

POSITION

7. Travel

7 Faroe Islands

14 Beam
15 Personal
17 EXpunge
19 Poison

13 Force

44Stop
46Gerwate

GASSER

5CMies
6Beindebt

8 Readies
9 Barter
10 Possesses
11 Ogle
16Weather18 Nerve net~
.work

42Weaporl9
43 AsiM river

STEVE

384·2221 by November 9, !981. Equal ppportunity
employ~r.
10/30

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

39 Pacts

VOTE FOR

~pply, contact: Pllillip Asbury, S~lphur Springs
V~lley El~ctricCooperative, Willcox, Arizona 8564),

40 King of birds 47 Man's name
41 Tint
45 The sweet·

sop

46- and ball

48 Yellow ocher
49 Attempt
50 Piece out
53 State: Abbr.

